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Main Argument:
This book study texts, or textual records produced by 
the human agency over the history of text and 
technology includes the revolution of manuscript, 
writing, printing, and the new media cultures. 
Moreover, the study sheds the light on the text 
technologies' history and development in a connection 
to specific trends and emerging concepts in order to 
understand how texts were communicated, received, 
and valued using primary and secondary Conceptual 
concepts in defining text.

Usefulness to T&T Scholarship
The book provides a useful historical framework on the 
text technologies revolutions from cave painting to 
contemporary hypertext media with many examples and 
visuals that help in understanding the process of 
revolution. In addition, student and scholar in the text and 
technologies field perform the main audience of this book 
that is why the book provides many questions by the end 
of each chapter that helps student readers to further think 
of new research concepts, methods and trends in the 
development of communication themes in text 
technologies history.



Defining Text:
“Voluntarily and intentionally human created 
phenomenon that contains and imparts an interpretable 
and meaningful message, accessible to community of 
receivers” (p2) 

↦ Voluntarily  Phenomena if not intended and done by 
human agency cannot be text.
Examples: ☓ (somatic reactions) Sneeze, bruise. 

☓ (Side effects) cloud of dust caused by drill.

↦ Intentionally Phenomena frame or reframed actively 
and directly can considered text.
Example: (Starts) ☓NOT TEXT 
(using starts to create astrological signs) ✓ ARE TEXT

↦ Community Can be formed by group of people or by 
only one human.

Descripting Text:
Primary Concept:
We can structure text technologies using the following 
three principle concepts : 
(Intentionality | Materiality | Functionality) 
In addition to its Cultural values or aura.

Intentionality:
The motivation of creating text.
what the text were welling to determine? 

Materiality:
Technology component of the text.
What is it and what it made of?

Functionality:
Audience interaction with the text and the 
message effects and consumed.
What does a text do or say?

Production

↧
Transmission

↧
Consumption



Cultural values or aura Challenges Benjamin Theory.

Secondary Concepts:
These functions are not essentials to define text, but it is 
used as an example of conceptual operation on what 
text is perform or relay on. 
Sedimentation How user respond to new text 
technology.
Example: write emails as letter.
Censorship, Copyright, Consortia and Cryptography 
Social conditions surrounding the life cycle of a text

Life Cycle of text: 
↦ Production : Manufacture and creation of a text.
↦ Transmission: Move from creator to the user.
↦ Consumption: Describe the text after deliver to the 
audience

Timelines

Historical Technologies 
Writing on stones
Writing on cellulose
Writing on animal skin 

Forms and Function 
Manuscript culture 
Readers and reading 
Sound and image 
digital technologies 

Research questions
Trends, themes and Issues
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